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To find your local SIGVARIS dealer, please visit
sigvarisusa.com/find or call 1.800.322.7744

S I G VA RIS MEDICAL
MEDICAL styles not made with natural rubber latex except NATURAL RUBBER.
COTTON (230)

20–30mmHg, 30–40mmHg

Premium breathable cotton for wearing comfort, several color choices, ribbed knit
style, XL ankle available in calf style.
Best suited for Sensitive skin, all-day cotton comfort in all types of climates, ideal
for dress or casual shoes, ideal for long distance travel
Closed toe: calf, calf w/grip-top, thigh-high w/grip-top
Open toe: calf, calf w/grip-top, thigh-high w/grip-top

20–30mmHg

NATURAL FIBERS

CUSHIONED COTTON (360)
Premium breathable cotton for wearing comfort and durability, cushioned sole,
heel and toe, flat, low-friction toe seams, XL ankle.
Best suited for People who stand for prolonged periods of time, work shoes,
casual / leisure shoes, and sports shoes, diabetic friendly
Closed toe: calf

SEA ISLAND COTTON (220)

Best suited for Patients who prefer fashionable options, management of venous
insufficiency symptoms, long distance travel
Closed toe: calf

ALL-SEASON MERINO WOOL (240)

43% Sea Island
Cotton, 39% Nylon,
11% Spandex,
7% Supima® Cotton

20–30mmHg

Soft and comfortable made from extra-fine Australian Merino Wool, thermoregulating
and odor resistant for year-round wear.
Best suited for Patients who prefer fashionable options and premium fabric
options, management of venous insufficiency symptoms, long distance travel
Closed toe: calf

ALLURE (710)

53% Australian
Merino Wool,
38% Nylon,
9% Spandex

15–20mmHg, 20–30mmHg

Stylish diamond-dot pattern, soft, comfortable, thigh-high style available with
Sensinnov® grip-top. (For women only)
Best suited for Patients who prefer fashionable options, pre-vein treatment,
post-vein treatment, ideal for business or dress
Closed toe: thigh-high w/grip-top, pantyhose

S HE E R

64% Supima®
Cotton, 28% Nylon,
8% Spandex

20–30mmHg

Made with world’s rarest cotton, breathable and comfortable for sensitive skin,
ideal for travel and everyday wear.

EVERSHEER (780)

50% Nylon,
25% Spandex,
25% Supima®
Cotton
(content can vary
slightly by style)

64% Nylon,
36% Spandex
(content can vary
slightly by style)

15–20mmHg, 20–30mmHg, 30–40mmHg

Sheerest medical compression stocking available, excellent moisture management,
thigh-high style available with Sensinnov® grip-top. (For women only)
Best suited for Patients who prefer fashionable options, pre-vein treatment,
post-vein treatment, ideal for business or dress

64% Nylon,
36% Spandex
(content can vary
slightly by style)

Closed & open toe: calf, thigh-high w/grip-top, pantyhose,
maternity pantyhose (20–30mmHg only)

MIDSHEER (750)
Elegant and durable sheer fabric for everyday use, consistent sheerness from ankle
to thigh, excellent moisture management, thigh-high style available with silicon band
grip-top, extra-wide calf band for comfort, cotton-lined gusset on pantyhose style.
(For women only)
Best suited for Patients who prefer fashionable options, pre-vein treatment,
post-vein treatment, ideal for daily wear, business or casual
Closed toe: calf, thigh w/grip-top, pantyhose

20–30mmHg
68% Nylon
32% Spandex
(content can vary
slightly by style)

SOFT OPAQUE (840)

15–20mmHg, 20–30mmHg, 30–40mmHg

Naturally-soft opaque stocking made with durable microfiber yarns, exceptional
moisture management, easy to put on and remove, fashionable, color options.
Best suited for Patients who prefer fashionable options, post-vein treatment,
pregnancy, long distance travel

79% Nylon,
21% Spandex
(content can vary
slightly by style)

Closed toe: calf, calf w/grip-top (20–30mmHg only) thigh-high w/grip-top,
pantyhose, maternity pantyhose (20–30mmHg only)
Open toe: calf, thigh-high w/grip-top, pantyhose

SELECT COMFORT (860)

20–30mmHg, 30–40mmHg

OPAQUE

Comfortable, stretchable material, XL ankle sizes in calf style, easy to put on and
remove, extended styles including petite and plus-sized pantyhose for women.
Best suited for Post-vein treatment (stripping, ligation, phlebectomy,
sclero, EVLT, RF ablation), pregnancy, options for petite and plus-sized patients,
long distance travel

64% Nylon,
36% Spandex
(content can vary
slightly by style)

Closed toe: calf, petite calf, calf w/grip-top, thigh w/grip-top, petite thigh-high,
pantyhose, petite pantyhose, plus-sized pantyhose
Open toe: calf, thigh-high w/grip-top, pantyhose

MIDTOWN MICROFIBER (820)

15–20mmHg, 20–30mmHg, 30–40mmHg

Soft and durable sock for everyday wear, excellent breathability and moisture
management for added comfort. (For men only)
Best suited for Patients who prefer fashionable options, management of venous
insufficiency symptoms, long distance travel
Closed toe: calf, calf w/grip-top, thigh w/grip-top

MICROFIBER SHADES (830)

87% Nylon,
13% Spandex
(content can vary
slightly by style)

15–20mmHg, 20–30mmHg

Advanced microfiber technology for ultimate comfort, easily glides on & off with ease,
excellent breathability and moisture management, soft & durable sock for everyday wear.

87% Nylon,
13% Spandex

Best suited for Patients who prefer fashionable options, management of venous
insufficiency symptoms, long distance travel, pregnancy
Closed toe: calf

DAILY COMFORT (850)
Cushioned sole to absorb impact and reduce blisters, smooth, flat toe seam,
NILIT® Aquarius fibers provide thermal control to keep feet cool and dry,
ideal for everyday wear.

20–30mmHg
86% Nylon,
14% Spandex

ACTIVE

Best suited for Individuals working in physically-demanding occupations, long
distance travel, management of venous insufficiency symptoms
Closed toe: calf

TRAVERSE SOCKS (412)
Promotes improved blood circulation and increased oxygen delivery to muscle tissue.
Best suited for Running, endurance sports, cross fit, gym workouts,
team sports, hiking
Closed toe: calf

MERINO WOOL (422)
Comfortable all-season itch-free wool is odor resistant & thermoregulating, mesh flex
zones for comfort and ventilation.
Best suited for Hiking, trail running, skiing, hockey, rock climbing, outdoor sports
Closed toe: calf

20–30mmHg
64% nylon,
17% Coolmax®
polyester,
19% spandex
20–30mmHg
67% Fine Merino
wool, 26% nylon,
7% spandex
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DIABETIC COMPRESSION SOCKS (602)
Non-binding band, non-irritating flat toe seam, soft with extra padding on foot.
Best suited for Diabetic patients with leg swelling (edema), fluid retention
and poor circulation
Closed toe: calf

ANTI-EMBOLISM STOCKINGS (930)

SPECIALTY

Unique open-toe design allows easy inspection of feet, anatomical foot design
makes it easy to wear from bed to physical therapy, wide top-band designed to
stay comfortably in place.

18–25mmHg
76% drirelease®
Polyester (65%
Polyester, 11%
Cotton) 19% Nylon,
5% Spandex
18–23mmHg
71% Nylon,
29% Spandex

Best suited for Bed rest, temporary use when transitioning from
recovery to early rehabilitation
Open toe: calf, thigh-high

NATURAL RUBBER (500)

30–40mmHg, 40–50mmHg, 50–60mmHg

High elasticity, minimal fiber fatigue, porous, XL ankle (>18”) in calf style,
custom sizes available.
Best suited for Severe varicosities, severe edema, stasis, post-ulcer treatment,
lymphedema, venous ulcers, C3–C6 (CEAP)
Open toe: calf, thigh-high, thigh w/grip-top,
thigh-high w/waist attachment, pantyhose

ADVANCE ARMSLEEVES (910)

70% Nylon,
30% Natural
Latex Rubber
Caution: this
product contains
Natural Rubber
Latex which may
cause allergic
reactions

15–20mmHg, 20–30mmHg, 30–40mmHg

Soft, comfortable microfiber for daily wear, silver icons for skin hygiene,
Sensinnov® grip-top keeps armsleeve in place without damaging fragile skin.
Best suited for Lymphedema patients, patients with swelling in the arms,
patients with previous armsleeve compliance issues due to lack of comfort
Grip-top with gauntlet, Grip-top without gauntlet

50% Nylon,
28% Rayon,
22% Spandex
(content can vary
slightly by style)

To order visit sigvaris-online.com or call 1.800.322.7744, ext. 1

S I G VA RIS WELL BEING & CONSUMER HEALTH
WELL BEING and CONSUMER HEALTH styles not made with natural rubber latex.
CASUAL COTTON (146/186)
Made with premium Supima® cotton for optimum softness and durability, flat,
low-friction toe seam.
Best suited for Tired, heavy, restless, aching legs, prophylaxis
(travel, occupational risk, pregnancy, family history and comfort)
Closed toe: calf

CUSHIONED COTTON (142/182)

NATURAL FIBERS

Thick, padded sole & heel to protect feet, flat, low-friction toe seam, ideal for
everyday wear and for sensitive skin.
Best suited for Tired, heavy, restless, aching legs, prophylaxis
(travel, occupational risk, pregnancy, family history and comfort)
Closed toe: calf

SEA ISLAND COTTON (151/191)
Made with world’s rarest cotton, breathable and comfortable for sensitive skin,
ideal for travel & everyday wear.
Best suited for Tired, heavy, restless, aching legs, prophylaxis
(travel, occupational risk, pregnancy, family history and comfort)
Closed toe: calf

ALL-SEASON MERINO WOOL (152/192)
Soft, comfortable, itch-free, odor resistant and thermoregulating
for year-round wear keeps feet dry.
Best suited for Tired, heavy, restless, aching legs, prophylaxis
(travel, occupational risk, pregnancy, family history and comfort)
Closed toe: calf

SHEER

SHEER FASHION (120)
Double-covered spandex yarns for optimum comfort and durability,
easy to put on and remove. (For women only)
Best suited for Tired, heavy, restless, aching legs, prophylaxis (travel,
occupational risk, pregnancy, family history and comfort)

15–20mmHg
66% Supima®
Cotton, 26% Nylon,
8% Spandex

15–20mmHg
68% Supima®
Cotton, 25% Nylon,
7% Spandex

15–20mmHg
43% Sea Island
Cotton, 39% Nylon,
11% Spandex,
7% Supima® Cotton

15–20mmHg
53% Australian
Merino Wool,
38% Nylon,
9% Spandex

15–20mmHg
79% Nylon,
21% Spandex
(content can vary
slightly by style)

Closed toe: calf, thigh-high w/grip-top, pantyhose, maternity pantyhose
Open toe: calf

SIGVARIS, and Sensinnov are registered trademarks of SIGVARIS AG, CH-9014 St.Gallen/Switzerland, in many countries worldwide. © Copyright
2018 SIGVARIS, Inc. Supima is a registered trademark of the Supima Association of America Corporation. NILIT is a registered trademark of Nilit.
All rights reserved. drirelease and FreshGuard are copyright ©2018 drirelease. drirelease is an Optimer Brands company. All Rights Reserved.
Coolmax® is a trademark of INVISTA. All Rights Reserved.
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15–20mmHg

MICROFIBER SHADES (143/183)

87% Nylon,
13% Spandex

Advanced microfiber technology for ultimate comfort, soft & durable sock
for everyday wear.
Best suited for Tired, heavy, restless, aching legs, prophylaxis
(travel, occupational risk, pregnancy, family history and comfort)
Closed toe: calf

OPAQUE

SOFT SILHOUETTE LEGGINGS (170)

15–20mmHg

Stylish subtle ribbed design looks chic and pairs perfectly with dresses, blouses, tunics
and shirts. Foldable, comfort-stretch waist band provides a seamless look for all-day
wearing comfort. Advanced soft stretch microfiber fabric shapes legs and smooths skin.

83% Nylon,
17 % Spandex

Best suited for Tired, heavy, restless, aching legs, prophylaxis
(travel, occupational risk, pregnancy, family history and comfort)
Open foot legging

BUSINESS CASUAL (189)
Classic ribbed look for everyday wear, stretchable toe fabric & heel design
create comfort and durability. (For men only)

15–20mmHg
88% Nylon,
12% Spandex

Best suited for Tired, heavy, restless, aching legs, prophylaxis
(travel, occupational risk, pregnancy, family history and comfort)
Closed toe: calf

ATHLETIC RECOVERY SOCKS (401)
Promotes lactic acid flush-out and relieves muscle soreness, drirelease provides
moisture wicking and odor control.
Best suited for Post workout recovery, mild athletic activity, walking
Closed toe: calf

ACTIVE

PERFORMANCE SLEEVES (412)
Stabilizes and diminishes vibrations of active muscles for faster regeneration,
fabric won’t deteriorate in salt, chlorine, or fresh water.

67% drirelease®
polyester,
26% nylon,
7% spandex
20–30mmHg
75% Nylon,
25% Spandex

Best suited for Running & triathlons, endurance sports, cross fit,
gym workouts, team sports
Open foot sleeve

MERINO OUTDOOR SOCKS (421)
Comfortable all-season itch-free wool is odor resistant, cushioned,
padded soles protect against blisters.
Best suited for Hiking, fishing, hunting, post workout recovery,
outdoor sports, walking
Closed toe: calf

SPECIALTY

15–20mmHg

15–20mmHg
67% Fine
Merino wool,
26% nylon,
7% spandex

EVERSOFT DIABETIC SOCKS (160)

8–15mmHg

A soft, comfortable way to promote diabetic wellness.

67% drirelease®
(57% Polyester, 10%
Cotton), 26% Nylon,
7% Spandex

Best suited for Tired, heavy, restless, aching legs, prophylaxis
(travel, occupational risk, pregnancy, family history and comfort)
Closed toe: calf
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